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ABSTRACT 

LDPE/EVA blend, irradiated by y— ray then expansed by heat as a foam material, the EVA content In LDPE/EVA 

blend was benefited to form gelation. The gel fraction on irradiated LDPE/EVA blend increased with the increasing of its 

EVA content in a given dose. The gel fraction values of LDPE/EVA blend with 30% EVA content were higher than those of 

other blends in a same given dose, its gel fraction value was 1. 7 times as those values of LDPE without EVA. The gel frac

tions on LDPE/EVA blend were increased with dose in oxygen,in air and in nitrogen, the formation of gel was limited by 

oxygen. The oxidation products on foam of LDPE/EVA blend were observed in nitrogen,in air and in oxygen by FTIR spec

tra. The LDPE/EVA blend system has no protection effect from oxidation comparison with the LDPE system without EVA 

which has less oxidation product than those without EVA in a same given gel fraction. The gel fraction on foam of LDPE/ 

EVA blend around 25—35%, dose 25±5kGy .irradiated by y— ray in air or in nitrogen, with higher expansion ralio(19) , 

smaller cell diameter (0.175mm) .lower apparent density (0. 042g/cmJ) .higher tensile strength (0. 40MPa)and longer elon

gation at break (290~360%)on foam of LDPE/EVA blend were selected. It was opitimun condition for application in this 

systems. The relations among gel fraction on LDPE/EVA blend,expansion Tatio,apparent density, average cell diameter and 

mechanical properties of foamed sheet were discussed. 

KEYWORD- Radiation crossiinking, foam, low density polyethylene,ethylene — vinyl acetate copolymer, blend. 

INTRODUCTION 

The application of crosslinked polyethylene (PE) foamed sheet has expanded, due to its insulation of heat and resistance 

to shock. The traditional manufacture of polyethylene containing foaming agent and peroxide crossiinking agent was foamed 

by heating[l3- If polyethylene containing foaming agent and crossiinking by irradiation without crossiinking agent, and then 

foamed by heating[3], compare with the traditional, which had smooth surface due to the uniform of crossiinking£2]. Radi

ation ciosslinked PE foam also induced by electron beam <EB)[4][5]. High energy w'as requested, owing to the limitation of 

penetrating of EB for the thickness of sheet[2]. High expansion ratio PE foam, crosslinked by irradiation, was in the range 

25— 35% of gel fraction. This paper examined emphasis to irradiated dose, mechanical properties, the benefit of EVA con

tent on LDPE/EVA blend. The influence of atmospheres and the effect of dose rate have been studied. The Fourier transform 

infrared (FTIR) spectra of foamed sheets revealed the oxidation level. The relations among gel fraction of LDPE/EVA 

blend .expansion ratio, apparent density, average cell diameter, and tensile properties of foamed sheet were discussed. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

It was omited by limited space. 
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1. The gel fraction of foam. 
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R E S U L T S A N D DISCUSSION 
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Fig. 1 Ge l% in LDPE/EVA blend with different EVA content versus dose,irradiated by y— ray in air , dose rate 16. 2 

kGy/h . With EVA content 0(curve l ) , 2 0 % ( c u r v e 2 ) , 2 5 % ( c u r v e 3 ) ,30%(curve -1), 50%(cuive 5) and 100%(curve 

6) respectively. 

Fig. 2 Gel% in LDPE/EVA(70/30) blend versus dose in nitrogen (curve l ) , i n air (curve 2) ,and in oxygen (curve 

3 ) , irradiated by Y— ray,dose rate 16. 2 KGy/h. 

Fig. 3 Gel% in LDPE/EVA blend ( 7 0 / 3 0 ) versus dose, irradiated by EB (curve 1) and •»— ray (curve 2) in air , dose 

rate 360 kGy/h and 16. 2 kGy/h respectively. 

The benefit of EVA content. 

Fig. 1 shown the relation of Gel% versus dose that the gel fraction on irradiated LDPE/EVA blend increased with the in

creasing of its EVA content in given dose. The gel fraction values of LDPE/EVA blend with 30% EVA content were higher 

than those of other blends in a same given dose, its gel fraction values were 1. 7 times as those values of LDPE without EVA. 

If the EVA content in blend was increased up to 5 0 % , the gel fractions of LDPE/EVA blend haven't increased further, there 

was a maximum value of gel fraction in the LDPE/EVA blend with 30% EVA content in each given dose, i. e. the gel frac

tion value of blend was not composed by each component of blend additionally. Curve 6 shows that no gel was formed in EVA 

without LDPE in given dose. That means the EVA content in irradiated LDPE/EVA blend system possessed sensitive effect to 

gel fraction, this effect was favourable to drop the request dose for gelation. 

The influence of the atmospheres. 

Fig. 2 shown that gel fractions of irradiated LDPE/EVA blend versus dose in oxygen, in air and in nitrogen, the gel 

fractions irradiated in oxygen were less than those of in air and in nitrogen, due to oxygen as a scavenger of radicals inhibiting 

the crosslinking of blend by diffusion. S o , the effect of radiation atmospheres must be considered in LDPE/EVA blend sys

tem. 

The effect of dose rate. 

Fig. 3 shown that the G c l ^ versus dose in various dose rate. In higher dose rate, irradiated by EB, the gel fraction of 

LDPE/EVA biend was higher than those in iower (Jose rale, irradiated by y— ray, because the reaction rate of radicals was 

accelerated in higher dose rate compare with the diffusion controlled of oxygen. Suitable dose rate was favourable to irradiated 

foamed sheet of LDPE/EVA blend. 
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2. The oxidation product in irradiated sheet of LDPE/EVA blend. 
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Fig. 4 FTIR spectra on LDPE without EVA, irradiated by y— ray in air. 

Fig. 5 Absorbance in the 1730cm" 1 on LDPE Without EVA versus dose in oxygen (curve l ) , m air (curve 2) and in 

nitrogen (curve 3) , irradiated by y— ray. 

Fig. 6 FTIR spectra on LDPE/EVA blend,irradiated by y— ray in air. 

For comparison, the FTIR spectra of irradiated LDPE samples without EVA in air was shown in Fig. 4. The spectra in 

the 1700cm" 1 region with three bands were observed, i. e. 1710cnr l , 1730cm" 1 and 1745«n" 1, indicated various ketonic 

groups were formed by oxidation during irradiation[6]. The absorbance of the p c = o band at 1730cm"l in different atmo

spheres versus irradiated dose was shown in Fig. 5. The absorbance in the 1730 c n r l increased with the increasing of dose in 

oxygen, in air and also in nitrogen. The absorbance of ketonic groups in oxygen was stronger than those in air and in nitro

gen, especially a sharp slope was observed above 20 kGy in oxygen. The reaction machanism has explained by Torikai[7] . 

The oxidation product of LDPE/EVA blend ( 7 0 / 3 0 ) was also examined by high resolution FTIR spectrometer, as shown 

in Fig. 6. The absorbance in the 1730cm" 1 in different atmospheres, dose 25 kGy, was listed in table 1. 

Table 1. Absorbance in the 1730cm" 1 on LDPE/EVA blend (70 /30 ) , 

lrrauiaiea oy y— ra 

atmospheres 

absorbance 

oxygen 

0.3012 

air 

0.1042 

nitrogen 

0.0467 

The absorbance of LDPE/EVA blend (70 /30) (Table 1) compared with of LDPE without EVA (Fig. 5) was similar in 

a given dose. The absorbance on LDPE/EVA blend in different atmospheres was slightly higher than that of LDPE without 

EVA, it means there was no protection from oxidation in the blend system with EVA. In accordance with Fig. 1, the request 

dose for gelation of LDPE/EVA blend(curve 4) , was lower than those of LDPE without EVA(curve 1) in a given gel frac

tion, indicated blend system has less oxidation in comparison with the LDPE system without EVA in a same gel fraction. 

3. The physical and mechanical properties on foam of LDPE/EVA blend 

Apparent density and expansion ratio 

Fig. 7 shown that the apparent density on foam of LDPE/EVA blend increased with the increasing of gel fraction in 

LDPE/EVA blend. The apparent density on foam of LDPE/EVA blend irradiated in oxygen was smaller than those in air and 
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Fig. 7 Apparent density on foam of LDPE/EVA blend versus gel fraction irradiated by Y — ray in nitrogen (curve 1 ) , 

in air (curv; 2) and in oxygen (curve 3) 

Fig. 8 Expansion ratio on foam of LDPE/EVA versus gel fraetion irradiated by y— ray in nitrogen (curve 1 ) , in air 

(curve 2) and in oxygen (curve 3 ) . 

Fig. 9 Average cell diameter on foam of LDPE/EVA bl;nd versus gel fraction irradiated by y- ray in nitrogen (curve 

1 ) , in air (curve 2) and in oxygen (curve 3) , and irradiated by EB in air (curve 4~). 

Fig. 8 shown that the expansion ratio on foam of LDPE/EVA blend, decreased with the increasing of gel fraction in 

LDPE/EVA blend. The expansion ratio on foam of LDPE/EVA blend irradiated in oxygen was the highest among them, the 

expansion ratio on foam of LDPE/EVA blend in air was cloic on in nitrogen with a higher expansion ratio value of 19, when 

gel fraction in LDPE/EVA blend was around 25 — 3 5 % . The apparent density of foamed sheet was 0. 0-)2g/cm3 in the same 

gel fraction as shown in Fig. 7. 

Average cell diameter on foam. 

Fig. 9 shown that the average cell diameter on foam of LDPE/EVA blend versus gel fraction which decreased with the 

increasing of Cc\% on LDPE/EVA blend. The average cell diameter on foam of LDPE/EVA blend irradiated in air was close 

on the value in nitrogen. The smaller average cell diameter on foam was, the higher tensile strength (Fig. 10) , longer elonga

tion at break (Fig. 11 ) , and the more smooth surface were. 
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Fig. 10 Tensile strength on foam of L D P E / E V A blend versus gel fraction irradiated by Y — ray in nitrogen (curve 2). 

in ait (curve 3) and in oxygen (curve 4), and irradiated by EB in air (curve 1). 

Fig. 11 Elongation at break on foam of LDPE/EVA blend versus gel fraction irradiated by -\— ray in nitrogen (curve 

l ) t in air (curve 2) and in oxygen (curve 3), and irradiated by EB in air (curve 4). 

Tensile strength and cloiigation at break 

Fig. 10 shown that the tensile strength on foam of LDPE/EVA blend increased with the increasing of gel fraction on 

LDPE/EVA blend. Tensile strength on foamed sheet irradiated in nitrogen was extremely close on the tensile strength in air. 

Tensile strength in oxygen was the lowest among them, because the peroxide (—0—0—) chain was easily formed during ir

radiation in oxygen, so that the tensile strength was decreased by above weak peroxide chain, which coincided with the results 

of FTIR spectra as shown Fig. 5. In comparison with Fig. 10, if the gel fraction around 25—35% , besides the higher expan

sion ratio(19) , smaller cell diameter CO. 175mm) , lower apparent density (0. 042g/cm3), the tensile strength value of foam 

was 0. 40 MPa during irradiation in nitrogen or in nir. So, the physical properties on foam in above conditions irradiated In 

air were similar as in nitrogen. 

Fig. 11 shown the elongation at break on foam of LDPE/EVA blend versus gel fraction. There was maximum value of 

elongation at break on curves 1, 2 , 3 and 4 , whether irradiated in various atmospheres or in different radiation. If the dose 

was fixed around 25±5kGy, the values of elongation at break were 200~300% with reproducibility, but it will be less re

producibility beyond above dose range. The tensile strength on foam in 25 kGy was similar as the result of EB, so the 

crosslinking of LDPE/EVA blend can be irradiated by Y—ray or EB. 

CONCLUSION 

The gel fraction on irradiated LDPE/EVA blend increased with the increasing of its EVA content in given dose. The gel 

fraction values of LDPE/EVA blend with 3 0 % E V A content were higher than those of other blend in a same given dose. The 

content of EVA in blend was benefited to gelation. 

The gel fractions on LDPE/EVA blend irradiated in oxygen were less than those in air and in nitrogen. 

In higher dose rate irradiated by EB, the gel fractions on LDPE/EVA blend were higher than those in lower dose rate ir

radiated by Y— ray, due to the acceleration of radicals reaction compared with the diffusion controlled of oxygen. 

The oxidation products on foam o( LDPE/EVA blend were observed by FTIR spectra in nitrogen, in air and in oxygen. 

The LDPE/EVA blend system hasno protection from oxidation but comparison with the LDPE system without EVA which has 

less oxidation products in a same given gel fraction, due to which benefited to gelation. 

The gel fraction on foam of LDPE/EVA blend was around 25 to 35%, dose 25±5kGy, irradiated by y— ray in air or 

in nitrogen, the higher expansion ratio (19), smaller cell diameter (0. 175mm), lower apparent density (0. 042g/cm3) , 

higher tensile strength (0.40 MPa), and longer elongation at break (290%~360J-O on foam of LDPE/EVA blend were ob

tained. It was optimum condition for application in this system. 
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